Introduction
In this paper we focus on the similarities between two popular clock advancement schemes: conservative and opttmzstic.
In particular, we explore the connection between clock advancement schemes in conservative approaches and storage reclaiming in optimistic schemes. We exploit this connection to devise new Global Virtual Time (GVT) algorithms.
In the conservative approach, each logical process (LP) The significance of LGT is identical to GVT, no rollback can occur to a time less than LGT, and therefore all savecl state ancl messages with time stamps before LGT can be reclaimed. Unlike GVT, LGT is local to an LP. GVT is now the minimum
LGT over all the LPs. at the start of T, be t. There are two cases.
Suppose there is some LP z that has C, = t at the start of T,, Then it is easy to see that LocaLA4m,
Thus by the encl of T., Current_Min < t. On the other hancl, if there is no LP i at the start of T, with C',, = t, then (by clefinition of GVT) there must be some mes- Assume that r > 1 (i.e., there has been a tour before Tr). Let # be the last (real) time before 7-that, LP i received a marker. Now we know that Local-Min, stores the lowest clock value at LP z since the marker last visited, Thus there must be some real time r" in the interval [i-', r] such that C, = tat real time~". Let denote the GVT at any real time~. Then by definition, GVT'(#' ) < t. Also since the marker must visit LP i after the start of T.-l, we know that A simple corollary to this theorem is that termination can be detected in at most two tours after termination actually occurs.
Extension to non-FIFO links
We assume a non-FIFO but reliable network. Let (z, j) denote a link from LP i to LP j. All that is neeclecl for our GVT algorithm to be correct with non-FIFO links is the following. 
